Embattled Empire’s Dreams Turn To Dust

The Saga Of Four Seasons Part 8

By NIKI TEMPFEL

On the back of the American Hotel, Four Seasons reopened under the ownership of a private group.

Jack L. Clark’s efforts to keep the “Empire” operating in the world of hotel business was a disappointment.

The dream was dead.

The promised 700 annual housing units would never be built.

The child care center never opened.

The hospital, which was to be the “Empire”’s dream, was abandoned.

From then on the company was the victim of its own economic downfall.

Four Seasons was delisted from the New York Stock Exchange.

William and Company struggled to stay afloat, but eventually the company was forced into bankruptcy.

The once grand plan for a hotel chain that would operate in various cities around the world had failed.

See BLOOM on Page 3.

Soonerers Ballot On Bonds Today

By DAVID CHRESTA

Oklahoma voters go into the voting booths today to settle the much-vaunted question of whether the state should decide to build a new highway system.

Polls will open from 6 a.m. to 7 p.m. today.

Good weather is expected in most areas, with only a few scattered showers possible.

Turnout is expected to be high, with many voters expressing their support for the project.

If approved, the bond issue will provide the necessary funds to begin construction of a new highway system.

For more information, see the Oklahoma Journal.

Doctor Says Note Refuted

By STEVE RIVERS

Dr. Victoria Rivers said today that the note was a forgery.

Rivers has been a prominent figure in the medical community for many years and is known for his expertise in forensic medicine.

He conducted a thorough investigation of the note and concluded that it was indeed a forgery.

For more information, see the Oklahoma Journal.

FINGER PLAN GETS BOARD’S ‘GO’ SIGN

By RON TEMPLE

The Finger Plan gets the board’s approval today.

The plan, which was developed to address the needs of the underprivileged, received a majority vote of support from the board.

For more information, see the Oklahoma Journal.

Melvin Rogers Resigns

By NIKI TEMPFEL

Melvin Rogers, president of the local chapter of the NAACP, has announced his resignation.

Rogers, who has been a prominent figure in the community for many years, said that he is stepping down to pursue other opportunities.

For more information, see the Oklahoma Journal.

Inside News

Harris To Preside

District Attorney Carl Harris will preside at the meeting.

For more information, see the Oklahoma Journal.

North Korea Seeks Ties With U.S.

By KEVIN SMITH

North Korea has expressed an interest in establishing diplomatic relations with the United States.

Kim Jong-un, the leader of North Korea, met with U.S. officials at the end of last week.

For more information, see the Oklahoma Journal.

Parents Accept ‘Children of God’

By STEVE RIVERS

Parents of the ‘Children of God’ sect have agreed to release their children.

The decision was made after months of negotiations.

For more information, see the Oklahoma Journal.

Wetumka Pair Killed

By JIM LAMB

Two members of the Wetumka pair were killed in a shooting.

For more information, see the Oklahoma Journal.
Ten minutes of Miami: $2.10

That's the cost of a 10-minute call from here to the tropical city if you dial it yourself the One-Plus way from 5 p.m. to 11 p.m., Sunday through Friday. It's figured like this:

First three minutes: 29s. Each extra minute: 20s.

One-Plus rates on-out-of-state calls are even lower all day Saturday and Sunday till 5 p.m.

One-Plus... there's no cheaper way to call Long Distance.

Southwestern Bell
Artistic Captures 'Nature' In Ecological Drawings

By HELEN CARR

In a world where the beauty of nature is often lost in the hustle and bustle of modern life, one artist has found a way to bring the essence of nature back into the spotlight. In her latest exhibition, Juanita Perez captures the serene beauty of nature through her eclectic drawings. Each piece is a testament to the artist's passion for the natural world and her desire to share it with the world.

Grapes and Grapes

Mrs. Pat Wilson is shown here with her latest painting, "Grapes and Grapes." The painting features a still life arrangement of grapes, which the artist describes as a representation of the bounty of nature. "I wanted to create a piece that would celebrate the abundance of grapes and the beauty of their colors," Mrs. Wilson said. The painting has already received glowing reviews from art enthusiasts, who appreciate the artist's ability to capture the true essence of nature through her work.

Fashion Show, Speakers Planned

Medical Wives Set Meeting

A unique event is planned in the medical community, with a fashion show and speakers. The fashion show will feature clothing designed by medical professionals, while the speakers will discuss the unique challenges faced by medical wives.

Miss Antenee, M.C. Thomas Repeat Vows

At 5:00 p.m. today, Miss Antenee and M.C. Thomas will repeat their vows in a private ceremony. The couple, who were married in 1965, will celebrate their 45th anniversary with their family and friends.

Carpet Cleaning Specials

LIVING ROOM AND HALL $15.00
LIVING ROOM AND DINING AREA $25.00
KITCHEN CARPET CLEANING

The Sleep-Line

Queen $399
Twin $299
Twin Deluxe $359
Twin Shorty $329
Twin Single $299

Stop Before You Shop!

Don't be fooled into buying "on the spur"! Following these rules will help you:

1. Take your car "unsold" at Central National Bank or Friendly National — and use $300 as a cash basis.
2. Price your car "unsold" at market.
3. Ask for a "test".

Central National Bank

400 S. Broadway

Third In A Series

The Way You Walk

EVERYDAY has a different walk that people can be aware of.

1. It's a walk in the park.

2. A walk with a purpose.

3. A walk to exercise.

The way you walk can change your mood and your outlook on life.
Kelly Needs Another Streak For Title Shot

DOYLE MAY
Sports Editor

Jacks need another streak for title shot

OU WINS IN TWO OVERTIMES

Jack Nabs Dora!,
Tops Money List

Pettes Chills
Jays, 84-82

OCC Jolts OBU, 75-72

Northeastern Slugs Bulldogs

Redman Tops Loop Stars
Hull's 595th Career Goal Really Wasn't Much

Blazers, Wings Nearing Battle

For Prairie Chicken Hunters

More Land Leased

Hogs Schedule Stillwater Visit

Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange

Market Summaries

Insurance, Bank And Trust

Golfing Holiday

Questions About Loans? Well, Answer Them.
Mailing Probe Is Headed Off

Chelsey W. Mitchell

EOC Chief Is Named

Cheryl B. Mitchell, former assistant director of the bureau of the Oklahoma Bureau of Investigation, has been named director of the bureau's new EOC (Emergency Operations Center). The center, which has been in operation for about 10 years, was established to coordinate emergency services and response to natural disasters and other emergencies.

Wrecker Issue 'Not Dead'

A prop to reduce the city's eight-wrecker issue is "not the main issue," according to the city's public affairs director. The city has been facing increasing wrecker expenses due to the rising cost of fuel and maintenance.

Chamber Chief Backing Bonds

Passage of the bond issue is critical to the future of Oklahoma City, according to the Chamber of Commerce.

Docking Says Bonds To Aid States' Ties

Sen. Bob woodruff, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, said the bond issue would help the state's economic development.

Norman Jury Is Empanellea

Judy Lark Combs, judge, said the jury was selected fairly and impartially.

Los Angeles

TWA has the first morning and afternoon non-stops, at 11:25 AM and 5:10 PM.

San Francisco

TWA has the only after work flight, direct at 5:10 PM.

Phoenix

TWA has the most flights. Non-stop at 1:05 PM, direct at 7:40 PM.

Las Vegas

TWA has the only non-stop flight, at 7:40 PM daily.

Albuquerque

TWA has the only non-stop flight daily.